Adenauer Urges End Of Bloodshed in Berlin

BRUSSELS, Germany - Chancellor Konrad Adenauer was personal friend. Kaplan in the presence of the West German leader. The meeting took place in the West German leader. The meeting took place in the West German capital.

Adenauer called for a peaceful solution to the crisis. The meeting was described as cordial and productive.

Mariner 2 Soon To Receive Command To Change Course

PASADENA, Calif. — The Mariner 2 spacecraft is set for a new mission after it recently suffered a loss of contact with its mission control center.

The spacecraft, which is currently orbiting the planet Venus, is scheduled to change its course on Tuesday in order to remain within its target orbit.

The change in course is expected to be successful, and the spacecraft will continue its mission to study the planet's atmosphere and surface.

JFK Wins Senate, But Loses in House

WASHINGTON - The Associated Press Home News was successful Tuesday when the Senate voted to ratify the agreement. The AP was successful in its coverage of the bipartisan agreement.

Algerian Strongman Gives Full Support to Ben Bella

Seek Refuge from Earthquake

ATHENS, Greece - A violent earthquake shook Greece on Monday, killing at least 10 people and injuring dozens more.

The earthquake occurred at 2:10 a.m. local time, and was felt across a wide area of the country.

Violent Earthquake Shakes Greece, Rumbles into Italy

ATHENS, Greece - A violent earthquake shook Greece on Monday, killing at least 10 people and injuring dozens more.

The earthquake occurred at 2:10 a.m. local time, and was felt across a wide area of the country.

Peace in the Middle East

President Jimmy Carter has announced a new plan to bring peace to the Middle East. The plan involves a series of meetings between Israeli and Palestinian leaders.

The plan is expected to be successful in bringing about a lasting peace agreement.

Algerian Strongman Gives Full Support to Ben Bella

Pledges Help In Capturing Capital City

Algerian Prime Minister Houari Boumediene has announced that his government will provide all necessary assistance to capture the city.

The Algerian army has been ordered to launch an offensive to retake the capital.

Arab League Unity

The Arab League Unity is a political organization that aims to promote unity among Arab nations. The organization was founded in 1969.

Headhunters of Nagoland

May Soon Gain Statehood

NEW DELHI, India - Talks between the Indian government and leaders of Nagaland, a northeastern state, are expected to continue this week.

The talks are aimed at resolving the long-standing dispute over the state's status.

Closing VolcanoEruption

The long-running volcanic eruption on the island of Java has finally come to an end.

The eruption was one of the most destructive in recent history, killing hundreds of people and causing widespread damage.

Keb Kep: A Valuable Resource

Keb Kep, a small country in Southeast Asia, is known for its valuable resources.

These resources include gold, silver, and timber.

U Thant Visits Khrushchev

U Thant, the UN Secretary-General, arrived in Moscow on Monday to meet with Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev.

The meeting is expected to focus on global issues, including disarmament and economic cooperation.
School Children In Streets—Be Careful
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Quick Road to Recovery Yet To Appear in Laos

By DON MUTH

Vital but almost forgotten news coming in to Laos is the news that one quick road to recovery is not being seriously considered by the regular United Nations peace keeping troops in the former French Indochina. The news is that a quick road to recovery is not being seriously considered by the regular United Nations peace keeping troops in the former French Indochina.

One quick road to recovery yet to appear in Laos is the news that one quick road to recovery is not being seriously considered by the regular United Nations peace keeping troops in the former French Indochina.

In Laos, during the American war, there were many roads that led to quick recovery. Some of them were blocked by landmines, while others were blocked by the Communist forces. The United Nations peace keeping troops have been working hard to clear these roads, but they have not been able to find a quick road to recovery.

In the meantime, the people of Laos are living in poverty and famine. They are dependent on the United Nations peace keeping troops for their survival. The people of Laos are hoping for a quick road to recovery, but it is not going to happen anytime soon.

In the meantime, the United Nations peace keeping troops are working hard to clear the roads and create a safe environment for the people of Laos. They are working hard to clear the mines and stop the violence. The United Nations peace keeping troops are working hard to make sure that the people of Laos are safe and secure.

In the meantime, the people of Laos are living in poverty and famine. They are dependent on the United Nations peace keeping troops for their survival. The people of Laos are hoping for a quick road to recovery, but it is not going to happen anytime soon.

In the meantime, the United Nations peace keeping troops are working hard to clear the roads and create a safe environment for the people of Laos. They are working hard to clear the mines and stop the violence. The United Nations peace keeping troops are working hard to make sure that the people of Laos are safe and secure.

In the meantime, the people of Laos are living in poverty and famine. They are dependent on the United Nations peace keeping troops for their survival. The people of Laos are hoping for a quick road to recovery, but it is not going to happen anytime soon.
U.S. Warns — Stop Supplies to Guerrillas

WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. government has told the Viet Cong it will stop supplying weapons and other military aid to anti-American forces if they don't stop their military activities. The warning was given to the Viet Cong recently by U.S. military authorities.

The Face of Fear

The face of an old man nearing four. He is the victim of the Vietnamese conflict. He is the face of a war that has been going on for years. The war has taken its toll on him, and he is beginning to show signs of it. His eyes are tired, his voice is weak, and his body is worn down. He is a symbol of the suffering and pain that war brings.

Seadragon Skipper Predicts Sub Cruises of Great Depth

SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) — The commander of the nuclear submarine Seadragon, back from a historic polar voyage, predicted Tuesday that submarines of the future will cruise at depths of thousands of feet.

Hurricane Alma Brushes Coast, Races Seaward

MEXICO CITY, Aug. 20 (AP) — Hurricane Alma, newly designated because it has strengthened to a major storm, moved northwest Monday night toward the Gulf of California, the U.S. National Weather Service said.

School Day Regrets

Dennis Wright, 1, breaks into tears Tuesday as he walks his teacher, Mrs. A. C. Adams, to her classroom. He is beginning to understand the importance of school.

20,000 Gather in Des Moines

NFO Agrees To Withhold Products Starting Friday

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — An estimated 20,000 persons voice their agreement Wednesday to a National Farmers Organization proposal to cold shop farm products to bring market to boost prices farmers receive for their crops.

The Georgia border, a line that separates the United States from Mexico, has been a site of conflict for many years. The border is a symbol of the struggle for freedom and independence that has characterized the history of both nations. The border is a place where people from different cultures and backgrounds come together to work, trade, and celebrate. It is a place where history is made and where identity is formed.

Mutual Funds Big Factor in Stock Price Movement

WASHINGTON (AP) — A study on the effect of mutual funds on stock prices revealed that mutual funds have a significant influence on stock prices. The study was conducted by the Securities and Exchange Commission.

The study examined the effect of mutual funds on stock prices by analyzing the buying and selling activity of mutual funds. The study found that mutual funds have a significant impact on stock prices, particularly in the short term.

The study was conducted by the Securities and Exchange Commission. The study was funded by the U.S. Congress and the Securities and Exchange Commission. The study was conducted by William L. Cary, chairman of the S.E.C. The study was conducted in collaboration with the University of Pennsylvania and the University of Chicago.
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Lack of Depth, Inexperience Create Problems at Tackle

DEPAPE'S NOTE: This is the third installment in a special series outlining the Iowa Hawkeye football program. It focuses on the defensive end position, which is expected to have significant improvement. The series will continue to provide detailed analysis of each position group.

The tackle job is fairly large. It involves a host of tasks. The first tackle is to take up his responsibilities as a pass rusher. The second tackle is to take up his responsibilities as a run-stopper. The third tackle is to take up his responsibilities as a team player. The fourth tackle is to take up his responsibilities as a workhorse. The fifth tackle is to take up his responsibilities as a leader. The sixth tackle is to take up his responsibilities as a role model.

Phil DePape of District is a tackle who plays well with two hands. He is a good pass rusher. He is a good run-stopper. He is a good team player. He is a good workhorse. He is a good leader. He is a good role model.

The only problem with Phil DePape is that he is not a tackle. He is a defensive end. He is a defensive end who plays tackle. He is a defensive end who plays tackle well. He is a defensive end who plays tackle better than any other tackle in the Big Ten. He is a defensive end who plays tackle better than any other tackle in the country.

Another prospect is 6-foot-5, 300-pound defensive end Shad Smith, who plays tackle for Iowa. He is a good pass rusher. He is a good run-stopper. He is a good team player. He is a good workhorse. He is a good leader. He is a good role model.

The only problem with Shad Smith is that he is not a tackle. He is a defensive end. He is a defensive end who plays tackle. He is a defensive end who plays tackle well. He is a defensive end who plays tackle better than any other tackle in the Big Ten. He is a defensive end who plays tackle better than any other tackle in the country.

Safe Mission Slight Favorite In $100,000 Hambletonian

DELUCA'S NOTE: The Hambletonian is one of the most prestigious harness racing events in the world. It is a three-quarter mile race for three-year-old pacers. The Hambletonian is run at the Meadowlands in East Rutherford, New Jersey. It is known as the "King of the Open trotters." The Hambletonian is a $100,000 purse.

Full Helmet, with a possible exception of Safe Mission, will be the favorite for the Hambletonian. Full Helmet is a three-year-old pacer who has won four of his last five races. He is a good pass rusher. He is a good run-stopper. He is a good team player. He is a good workhorse. He is a good leader. He is a good role model.

Another prospect is 6-foot-5, 300-pound defensive end Shad Smith, who plays tackle for Iowa. He is a good pass rusher. He is a good run-stopper. He is a good team player. He is a good workhorse. He is a good leader. He is a good role model.

The only problem with Shad Smith is that he is not a tackle. He is a defensive end. He is a defensive end who plays tackle. He is a defensive end who plays tackle well. He is a defensive end who plays tackle better than any other tackle in the Big Ten. He is a defensive end who plays tackle better than any other tackle in the country.